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Abstract 
This paper focuses on discussing the design principles and choices of IS in new 
model. With the architecture of IS has transit to multi-tier Client/Server and Thin
Client environment from 2-tier Client/Server mode, the designers of information 
system have new opportunity to overcome the defects of old 2-tier Client/Server 
architecture. Moreover, they also have the new problem of efficiently making use 
of the benefits which Internet and Web have brought about. 
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1 INTRODUCTION and BACKGROUND 
Information system (IS) usually regard information processing as its 
primary task, all its activities emphasis on serving for the management, 
controlling, co ordination of a specific complicated practical system. 
Information systems are now generally acknowledged as a very 
complicated engineering system, computer science & technology, 
management science, system science and other sciences usually influence 
them. Information system seems to always keep changing and improving 
accompanied with the new fruits of computer science, computer technology 
and other sciences. 
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1.1 Information System & computer architecture 
Because of the intimate relations hip with computer science & technology, 
the methods for designing information system often alter greatly when the 
architecture of computer system has changed. If we look back to the history 
of developing the information system, we can find 3 main stages: first, 
host/terminal system. Second, Client/Server mode (also called traditional 2-
tier Client/Server mode). Third, multi-tier Client/Server mode. The 
structure of application software varies widely in related with the 
architecture on which the application software bases. Figure 1 shows the 
application structure of3 main stages. [8] 
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Figure I. Architecture versus Function Division 

From figure 1, we can clearly see the great influence resulted from 
computer architecture to the developing procedure of software: 
1. Under HostITerminal environment, most of applications would be 

developed on terminal side according to the actual running 
environment, so the wide adoption of such application is strongly 
limited. 

2. In traditional Client/Server model, the software developing process 
would be divided into two parts: 1, Client-Side applications, which are 
responsible for interact with the user and commit the customer's data 
request to database system which resides on server side. 2, Server-Side 
applications, which are responsible for, maintain the integrity of data 
and respond for user's request. 

3. In multi -tier Client/Server model, the software design process should 
be separated into three parts accompanying with the three main 
components of this architecture: 1, the Thin-Client environment, 
which is responsible for interact with user and download the applets 
from middle layer. 2, middle layer software, which is most important 
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part of the whole system. Its main task is to provide the WEB service, 
maintain the code of whole application and the connections with the 
database originated from user. 3, database system, which should be 
adaptive with the new circumstance and provide the high performance 
of accessing data. 

1.2 The challenges of IS in new decade 
Nowadays, the main tasks of information systems are not only to save and 
deposit the records, but more important task is to be a strategie powerful 
facility for management administrators to provide information with higher 
quality more quickly, more reliably. [2] Especially in today, the competition 
between enterprises has become more and more intense, possessing useful 
information as quickly as possible has become so important that it can 
determine the survive or perish of a company. 

Since Internet and WWW have appeared, they have promoted this kind 
of pressure and tide, just like catalysis. Because Internet & WWW have a 
lot of in-born virtues, such as abundant information resource, easily access 
means, friendly user interface, wide-area communication and others. So 
more and more customers which are familiar with Internet strongly demand 
our information system should absorb the virtues of Internet as more as 
possible when we begin to design a new information system. [1] The 
application of multimedia in information system has been the basic 
requirement. So to develop a successful information system need higher 
and higher technical standard. 

In early 1990s, two kinds of successful technologies begin to combine 
together, its result will change the style of our acquiring and analyzing 
information, and methods for constructing practical information systems. [3] 
These two kinds of technologies are: 1, OL TP processing technology of 
database system based on a wide-area network. 2, multi-Iayers (we called it 
multi-tier) Clientlserver technology based on Web. The combination of 
these two technologies has made it possible that let users readily obtain and 
acquire useful information from Internet or Intranet. [5] 

Today, information system must face the continuously changing 
expectations, always-different technical environments and the 
unpredictable future. [4][1] Being a successful information system, it must 
satisfy the following requirement: 

• Aid the users to face the heavily increasing complexity of an 
enterprise information system. 
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• Ensure that users can fully make use of the new technologies as 
soon as they become available in market, at the same time, ensure 
that users can protect the integrity, functions and complete of 
original information system. 

• Ensure the users made open decisions when they face to 
accelerating technical innovation. 

• Ensure user can more easily solve the contradiction between 
powerful functions and the requirement of easy operation, the 
contradiction between the abundance and uniformity of 
interfaces. 

To solve all these challenge, we need take following actions: 
• Utilize the standard components. Because the reuse of software is 

the key of rapid application development (RAD), the new 
application developing style is just RAD through assembling of 
software components. All these standard components can be 
based on JavaBeans, ActiveX and CORBA standards. 

• Support rapid application development. RAD not only can be 
supported on client side, but also can be supported on whole 
architecture. 

• Flexibly commit data. It means DBMS have capabilities of 
processing several kinds of data, including inherit non-structural 
data and distributed transaction. 

• With least complexity. It means when new technologies are 
adopted in future, the current application software can still 
operate and will not lose its performance and functionality. It also 
means the uniform programming model should be taken into 
practice. 

2 Traditional 2-tier model 
In today's society, Internet technologies have permeated into almost 
aspects of computer application. To obtain advantage in heavy competition 
and get information they want as quickly as possible, many enterprises, 
companies and govemment departments all have constructed their own 
Web sites on Internet. Most of these organizations use internet technologies 
to share information between their employees widely spread all over the 
world, terminology 'Intranet' is used to describe the application of Internet 
and Web technologies in such these organizations. 
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With the Internet technologies have become more and more ripen, the 
project based on Web has become more and more attractive. When we 
begin to design a new information system, the most eifort we'll make is to 
look for a reasonable way to utilize Internet technology to take the place of 
the existing 2-tier Client/Server mode. This choice is based on following 
two reasons: 

1 adopting Internet technology can obviously decrease the 
configuration cost ofbuilding the information system. 

2 because of the more and more intense commercial competition, 
ensuring the valid communication between the customers and service 
providers has become more and more important. 

Internet technologies can make application not only be configured in a 
single organization, but also can intercommunicate with key external 
departments through the extended Internet (called Extranet). 

For example, application software packages provider now use Extranet 
to provide the commercial business service on Internet. Customers and 
providers can use Web browser to track the commitment of goods or 
validate the receipt through Internet. 

Next, let' s probe the architecture of 2-tier Client/Server mode. We can 
find out whether traditional 2-tier Client/Server architecture can deal with 
the challenge ofnew IS. 

2.1 Traditional2-tier Client/Server architecture 
After mid of 1980s, with respect to the manifold defects of host/terminal 
systems, the architecture of information system has begun to transit to 2-
tier Client/Server. The virtue of this kind of 2-tier Client/Server architecture 
is its good performance when to access and organize the application of 
relational data that requires efficient data access, such as high throughout. 
[7] 

Traditional administrative functional level of 2-tier Client/Server 
architecture can be shown as figure 2 below: 
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Figure 2 Architecture of 2-tier Client/Server mode 
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Traditional Client/Server computing environment divided the processing 
procedure into front client and background server side. Application 
software runs on client computers, while RDBMS instalied on server who 
is responsible for manage all the data. In traditional 2-tier Client/Server 
architecture, user interface and application component are all instalied on 
the client computers. 

This architecture has a main defect, that is: on client computers, 
application software must be designed in related with the specific operating 
system platform, such as Windows 3.1, Windows NT, UNIX and so on. [8] 

2.2 The shortcomings of 2-tier model 
The traditional 2-tier Client/Server architecture has been widely used in 
recent decade and also has obtained great success. At the same time, its 
defects and shortcomings result from its in-born structure also come to 
more and more obvious. 

The first aspect of main troubles is manifested in scalability and 
maintains: 

• When an international company distributes their database 
management system and relative application software onto a 
widely spread, slow-speed network, how can they control the 
integrity and uniformity of data?[6] 

• Once the program has been modified, even very little, the 
administrators which are responsible for maintain this program 
then must go everywhere and modify the application software on 
every customer' s computer involved. 

• Because the interface of each application software will be hugely 
different in related with the different designers, different designing 
style and so on, then users must spend a lot of energy to master 
each kind of application software. With the number of application 
installed on customer's computer increases, the complexity of 
carrying out this job will increase greatly. This problem has 
become barrier for popularization of information systems. 

Secondary, although the development of information system under 2-tier 
Client/Server architecture is much faster than under HostITerminal 
environment, it gains this profit at price of sacrificing some properties, such 
as security, independence, scalability and controllability. 

Third, nowadays more and more international enterprises have demanded 
the application of electronic business, so from technical viewpoint the 
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large-scale transaction processing has become more and more requisite. 
These organizations have attempted to combine the· database system and 
Web server together, but unfortunately because of lack of the proper design 
and management facilities, even existing best solution seems clumsy and 
hard to maintain. 

So, we can draw such a conclusion: In order to satisfy the challenge of 
new application requirements and utilize Internet technologies better, 
traditional2-tier Client/Server architecture is hard to undertake this job. We 
need find a new way. 

3 multi-tier Client/Server architecture 
Because the multi-tier systems have integral control over logical trans action 
and data access, so its construction price can decrease. The applications over 
Web have their own tasks and demands. 

3.1 The properties of information interaction over Web 
The most popular infonnation interaction styles of application over Internet 
or Intranet in recent can be distinguished into two types: "static" or 
"dynamic", according to their content and access methods. The most 
popular application over Internetllntranet is database publishing, but now 
its accomplished aim is just to provide simple static access methods to 
dynamic data. This kind of static application includes publishing the 
product infonnation onto Internet and publishing the infonnation useful to 
employees into Intranet. Such this kind of Internet application only can 
provide static content and predictable, universal access method. 

Supporting dynamic content means server can return result data to 
browsers according to the demand of specific retrieve raised by users or 
interaction with other fonn. 

Now we can interact with users in the fonn of dynamic content through 
adding some extended components into current Internet basic structure. 
These components include Web server API (for example, ISAPI, NSAPI) 
which can permit browsers to activate the application on server side, 
dynamic content server which can convert the data in database into 
fonnalized HTML pages, and so on. 

The shortcoming of this kind of configuration is obvious: first, such this 
kind of Internet configuration structure still can not manipulate large scale 
transaction processing. Second, they can not combine database system and 
Web server together because lack of proper developing and managing 
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facilities, even the best solution in this configuration mode still appears 
dumsy and hard to maintain. 

In order to solve this problem, the next generation IS should transit to 
multi-tier ClientJServer architecture and adopts Thin-Client environment. 

1) Thin-Client environment 
In traditional ClientJServer computing environment, to run an application 
need preinstall specific application software on dient computers. In Thin
Client computing environment, dient computers don't need preinstall 
specific application software, they can only use browser to finish the job 
and achieve its aim, because running components can be downloaded from 
Web sites to carry out the further interaction with users. According to this 
idea, Thin-Client or "zero-installation" configuration mode has brought 
about two key benefits of network computing: universal accessing method, 
diminish the cost of installation & management. Thin-Client is an inherent 
part of Internet basic structure, but considering with the browser and 
HTML, Thin-Client demands extra technologies, such as Applet, to process 
dynamic commercial application. 

In Thin-Client environment, the application has inner portability, and 
extended platform support. The application through download can be 
automatically configured by Web server and don't need any middleware of 
database or other systems, so the cost of managing and configuring will be 
obviously decreased and then save a lot of money for users. Thin-Client's 
implementation approach will be discussed later. 

2) Multi-tier Client/Server architecture 
Although some dispute still exists, the new architecture and utilization 
mode is in the process of generating, this new architecture-----multi-tier 
ClientJServer architecture, can be shown as figure 3 below. 

In this new mode, customers can use traditional HTML pages and Web 
servers to find and activate applications. But distinct from simply 
downloading static Web pages, dynamic small program "Applet" will be 
downloaded into customer' s browser. Applets on dient side, through high
speed protocol, can direct1y communicate with "Servlet"(Server-Side 
Program) which is running on middle layer. Servlet usually access data in 
one or more databases, then make use of transaction logic, at last return 
result to Applet on dient side to display. This operating mode can satisfy 
the requirements of extendibility and dynamic access methods demanded 
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by On-Lined Transaction Processing over Network (NetOLTP), at same 
time, it could maintain the advantage of traditional 2-tier Client/Server 
architecture. 

Obviously, this architecture can satisfy the requirement of dynamic 
content transportation. When users originate retrieve & interaction in other 
form, their control and data links are connected to specific Servlet on 
middle layer (Web server side). Servlet then process the user's request and 
send data request to background database systems, and later send the result 
returned from DBMS in form of HTML pages to elient computers. In this 
process, Servlet act as a very important role, it can serve as content server, 
Web server API and CGI which we have talked about earlier in this paper. 
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Figure 3 multi-tier architecture suitable for NetOL TP 

4 The design of IS in new environment 
With the system's architecture has transit to multi-tier Client/Server 
architecture, we need use different methods for developing new-style 
information system. As we analyze the multi-tier mode above, now middle 
layer (Logic, some persons qllled it application server layer) has become a 
bottleneck and control point of whole information system. Due to Thin
Client environment will be implemented on elient computers; a large part 
of programs will shift to middle layer (application server) to design. The 
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questions & technologies that should be mentioned during the process of 
implementation and design will be discussed later in this chapter. 

To adapt the static or dynamic information exchange over Intranet, and 
to adapt the large scale transaction processing used for electronic business 
over Intranet, new architecture must take new technical measure. 

We divide the design task of IS in multi-tier Client/Server architecture 
into following several steps, in each step, we shall talk about the relative 
technology and other design principles ofIS. 

4.1 The ways to achieve Thin-Client 
To efficiently support Tbin-Client environment on client and high 
performance of processing dynamic or static content communication 
between client and server, on client side, we usually use three technologies: 
Applets, plug-ins & non-HTTP protocols. 

1) Applets 
Applets is a key technology to implement Tbin-Client environment; it 
is so up to date that it is now still keeping changing. With the more and 
more standards it supports, its portability and capability will be 
enhanced largely. 

Applets are downloadable (real-time) programs, which are u3ed to 
process representation logic. In the structure of multi-tier Client/Server 
mode, applets embody some communication protocols so that they can 
communicate with the servlets running on the middle layer. 

Tbere are two new ways can use to establish Applets. Tbe first one is 
using Java or JavaBean. Second one is "real-time" ActiveX technology. 
No matter which technology it support, applets have following virtues: 

• Tbe resource utilized is little, and it can be downloaded quickly. 
• Friendlier, more interactive interface for users comparing with 

traditional HTML pages. 
• Easy to develop and maintain. 

2) Plug-ins 
Plug-in software i&. such application that can be installed on Web 
browsers. When necessary, Web browsers can invoke plug-in and run it 
on client computers, and then send the output information into a sub
window in browser. According to this meaning, plug-in is simplified 
regular complete client-side software. 
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Unfortunately, plug-in have fatal defects: It only supports specific 
browsers and only can execute on specific platform. So it lacks of two 
keyadvantages ofWeb: openness and portability. 

3) Non-HTIP protocols 
The single protocol currently widely used over Internet is HTIP 
(hypertext Transport Protocol). As an original part of WWW basic 
architecture, HTIP is very suitable to static lITML pages, but it is non
status, non-connection, orienting to pages. So HTIP protocol is not 
suitable to interactive transaction. All of these are HTIP's defects in 
supporting large-scale transaction processing over Internet or Intranet. 

To overcome this shortcoming, a11 specialists and vendors are 
looking for areplacement protocol used for communication between 
browsers and "middle-Iayers". The new protocol has been demanded 
following functions: 

• Support the status information exchanging between users and 
specific transaction. 

• Efficiently flood and manage the result set. 
• Support transaction. 
• Provide security data encryption. 

4.2 The middle layer (application server) environment 
In the new multi-tier Client/Server architecture that is currently being 
improved, middle layer is responsible for processing most of application. 
This made middle layer being the most important, most disputable layer of 
new multi-tier Client/Server architecture. 

The most intense dispute in new multi-tier architecture is which 
technology is most suitable for executing and managing the transaction 
logic of middle layer. Our main requirements to middle layer are: 

• Extendibility and performance, ability to process a large number of 
customers, sessions, transactions, and DBMS connections. 

• Support the high-performance connections, which come from 
browsers and go to background database store. 

• Support quick development and popularization of application 
based on multi layers- of multi-tier architecture. 

• Support synchrony and asynchrony transaction management. 

Nowadays, there are three general middle layer approach for choice: 
CORBA-styled Object Request Broker (ORB), TP-Monitor (Transaction 
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Processing Monitor), and Web application server. Theyall have their own 
advantages, but no one can perfectly satisfy the requirements of middle 
layer. CORBA ORB owns excellent capability of middle layer; it can 
provide powerful distributed object management capability and relative 
services. But because of the complexity of whole system and lack of 
powerful tools' supporting, it seems hard to be attractive to computer 
engineers. Moreover, most of ORBs now used have very primitive 
executing engine on server, this has restricted the performance and 
extendibility ofthis technology. 

On the other hand, TP-monitor has powerful and ripen executing engine, 
it can provide nice performance and extendibility, but unfortunately, just 
like ORB, because of its complexity and private API, users would fmd TP
Monitor is hard to master and operate, its installation, management, 
maintain will cost customer huge. 

Web application server is new solution for middle layer. Web application 
server technology appeared during the process of attempt of transforming 
Netscape and Microsoft servers into application servers, the attempting 
method is to tune the most up to date API (include NSAPI and ISAPI). 
Web application servers often are customized from one of Web or sites 
developing facilities. 

This kind of design based on powerful developing facilities will produce 
high developing efficiency. But on the other hand, because of the tight 
combination of application server and Web server, and lack of non-HTTP 
communication protocols, the extendibility has been heavily influenced. 

To overcome the defects of all these systems and satisfy the needs of 
new architecture, Transaction Server should be adopted. 

Transaction Server, through developing general-purpose components and 
combining the virtues of ORB & TP-Monitor, can support RAD, it is able 
to possess following characteristics: 

• Provide built-in transaction management capability. 
• Provide advanced session and connection management. 
• Provide executing engine for executing and managing "Servlet". 
• Provide distributed object invoke used for communication between 

multi-Iayer applications. 
• Support rapid development of middle layer, including 

development based on components. 
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• High-speed connection through multi layers. 
• Support development based on components, support all advanced 

component mode, including ActiveX, JavaBeans, C++, and 
CORBA objects. 

• Overall Internet security support, including SSL encryption and 
authorization, and access controllist in application level. 

• System management and monitor based on browsers. 
• Efficient multi-thread can utilize the useable threads in local 

operating systems. 
• Widely tune parameters, optimize with different platforms and 

payloads. 

Through letting developer easily access and use functions independent of 
platforms, such as thread processing, lock processing and memory 
management, it can greatly and obviously lighten the burden of developers, 
so we can improve the working efficiency of development, and accelerate 
the work process. 

4.3 choice of DBMS 
DBMS often plays a role of center of IS, its capabilities and efficiency 
always determine the successful extent of IS, so when we begin to design 
IS based on new multi-tier architecture, we should carefully choose the 
suitable DBMS. In new multi-tier Client/Server architecture, we should 
choose DBMS following the principles below: 

• It can support unpredictable load, possess some characteristic like 
requesting queue and priority. 

• It can support high-speed DBMS connections come from Java. 
• It can use application queue & resource manager as the means for 

eliminating the resource contest in a system. So it can implement 
predictable higher performance in transactions based on Internet. 

• It can provide security function, such as authorization for proxy of 
Internet applications. 

• It can support distributed retrieve processing, permit more 
abundant data types appearing in new multi-tier Client/Server 
environment. 

4.4 Session and Connection management 
Comparing with traditional Client/Server systems or host system, new 
application based on multi-tier Client/Server architecture will be able to 
serve for more customers. This is one of greatest challenge that developers 
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would face. Through making use of efficient session and connection 
management, developer can manage so large number of customers. 

Session management means managing the communication between 
browsers and transaction server (locate in middle layer); Connection 
management means managing the communication between the transaction 
server and background database systems. When transaction server and 
connection manager begin to cooperate, a number of browser sessions can 
be concentrated to a few DBMS connections. Through this we can greatly 
improve the extendibility of whole system and ensure providing concurrent 
response time for unpredictable workloads. 

4.5 Implement the security of IS 
When we are designing an information system, security is one of most 
important factors that we need take into consideration. In middle layer, we 
can provide following methods to satisfy the requirements of security: 

• Provide SSL used to encrypt data. 
• Authenticate user through SSL public key. 
• Application level security by using access controllist (ACL). 
• Firewall authentication software. 

1) encryption and authorization 
Through providing support of SSL, middle layer (transaction server) 
can provide encryption and authentication. All browsers that 
communicate with transaction server utilize SSL. Moreover, if 
background DBMS can support SSL, transaction server then is able to 
extend SSL to all of communications between transaction servers and 
DBMS. To improve the performance of safety Intranet, we can 
selectively close the option of SSL support. 

2) application level security 
Middle layer (Transaction Server) can restrict the execution rights of 
SSL among the authenticated users through using Access Control List 
(ACL). This kind of access method can be restricted into package level, 
component level, and even the specific methods in a component. 
Security can be maintained through Transaction Server Manager. 

3) firewall authentication 
In order to cooperate with the advanced firewall, Transaction Server 
need be verified and authenticated. To Transaction Server's specific 
functions unsupported by firewall, Transaction Server has provided the 
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efficient HTIP tunnel processing capability. 

5 Conclusion 
The design of information systems can be influenced by several factors; its 
developing procedure is very complex and hard to manage. Considering 
about the tight relationship between computer architecture & information 
system, when its architecture transits to a total new model, its complexity 
will increase greatly and hard to be under weH control. 

Intranet has several sides of advantage; its virtue has absorbed so many 
computer engineers and system designers in developing new ISs over 
Intranet or Internet. So we have to face all of the opportunities and 
challenges during adopting Internet technologies. 

Nowadays, if we want to satisfy aH sorts of challenges resulted from new 
continuously generating technologies and develop successful information 
systems with least cost, highest performance and best maintain capabilities, 
we need transit our information systems which will be developed in future 
to base on new multi-tier Client/Server architecture. This paper has 
populated design principles and choice when we begin to design new 
information systems basing on multi-tier Client/Server architecture, 
especially explain the design problem of middle layer. 
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